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"My best friend is the one who brings out the best in me.” – Henry Ford 

Monday, March 2, 2020
Printable Copy or  Audio Version

Morning Summary:  Stock markets are coming off one of the biggest losing weeks since
2008, with the coronavirus-sparked selloff sending the S&P 500 into its fastest ever -10%
correction. Once China sneezed and Italy caught the virus the global financial markets have
become extremely ill. I remain apprehensive in buying the recent rebound, worried that my
overall visibility remains extremely unclear and clouded. I still think we could trim another -5%
to -10% as the trade continues to digest the negative possibilities. Bulls are pointing to the
implied yield on U.S. 10-Year Treasury futures at sub-1% for the first time and Wall Street now
believing another Fed rate cut is right around the next corner at the upcoming March17-18
FOMC meeting. Fed Chairman Jerome Powell issued a rare statement Friday pledging to “act as
appropriate” to support the economy as the central bank tried to reassure investors, though I
worry whether rate cuts will actually have much impact. It's tough for me to envision how rate
cuts and stimulus measures will be able to fix the global supply chain problems or convince
scared consumers to leave their homes and go out and spend more money. Bulls also point to
what appears to be a slowing spread of the virus in China and its economy starting to more
fully come back online. At the same time, bulls are excited to see former Democratic Vice
President Joe Biden grab a victory in South Carolina over Democratic candidate Bernie Sanders.
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Bears point to the obvious... the World Health Organization raised the risk of a global spread
from “high” to “very high”. Switzerland has now cancelled the giant Geneva car show, one of
the automotive industry’s most important gatherings. France is canceling all large gatherings.
Businesses here at home are starting to ban international travel and taking steps to limit
domestic travel. Let's also keep in mind we now have our first coronavirus cases being reported
in large cities like New York and Chicago. Bears are also digesting worrisome data released over
the weekend showing China's economy has been dealt a punishing blow amid the outbreak.
China’s official Purchasing Managers’ Index (PMI) fell to a record low of 35.7 from January's
50.0, highlighting the damage from the coronavirus outbreak on the world’s second-largest
economy and providing a snapshot as to how deep the global economic impact might be.
China’s services sector activity also posted the deepest contraction on record. Things may be
slow to improve as official data showed that only about 30% of China’s small- and medium-
sized companies had resumed production as of last week and firms that have restarted are
running below normal capacity. Analysts continue to worry about the impact coronavirus will
have on global supply chains especially if outbreaks in other countries lead to wider spread
sourcing problems for intermediate goods. Meaning even when China is ready to ramp up
production, normal capacity may be further delayed by lockdowns in other countries. Bottom-
line, the stock market could still get worse before it gets better. This week's key economic
releases will be the U.S. February Employment report, due out Friday and expected to show job
gains of +175,000 versus +225,000 in January. As for today, economic data will include
February ISM Manufacturing and Construction Spending. Oil prices are also in the spotlight this
week, with the Organization of the Petroleum Exporting Countries and its allies including Russia
- known as OPEC+ - meeting in Vienna on Thursday and Friday as the spread of coronavirus
around the world stokes fears that a slowing global economy will further reduce energy
demand. Brent crude oil last week lost almost -14%, while WTI crude fell over -16% in its
biggest weekly percentage drop since December 2008. Oil traders are expecting OPEC+ to
announce further production cuts of -600,000 barrels per day, though some argue that cut
needs to be much deeper. Keep in mind, the group has already slashed oil output by -1.7
million barrels per day under a deal that runs to the end of March. Politics are also top-of-mind
this week with Super Tuesday, the biggest primary day in the Presidential election. Net-net, I
still believe there could be more downside in the next few weeks on more coronavirus
headlines. I don't necessarily see a major U.S. economic recession because I think rates are
going to again move lower and energy prices are going to be cheap... meaning, I will more
than likely be adding to my favorite stocks on a further break in price. Staying very nimble and
keeping well informed. This is NOT a period of time to stick your head in the sand! 

Coronavirus Headlines Finally Hitting the Masses:  I warned the wife and kids that the stock
market was going to get hit in the weeks ahead when we we all meeting in Miami for the Super Bowl.
A couple of weeks went by and the kids were asking me why we weren't seeing a major setback. I told
them to remain very cautious and that most traditional fundamentalist now arrive at the party way too
early. I told them not enough people in the U.S. were worried about it and the algos and quants
needed more widespread confirmation and virus related headlines. In fact, Michelle and I were
supposed to take the entire family on a big cruise out of Greece and through the Mediterranean in a
few weeks. There was a large group of people we knew going from here in the Midwest. A couple of
weeks ago Michelle started asking the others if they were still planning on going. All said yes, and over
75% had no idea why we would think of canceling, not having heard anything real worrisome about
coronavirus. I knew at that point we still needed to be patient in the market and that the general public
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was still not all that worried or concerned about the early headlines. Now all of a sudden, here we are
this weekend and the online searches for "face mask" and "lysol" have finally surpassed that of
the "Kardashians". I've also heard some Costco's and some other stores reporting mob type buying of
supplies. Several sources reporting it being the first time they have ever sold out of toilet paper.
Reports form China and other quarantined areas are saying "toilet paper" actually becomes a very hot
commodity that might easily be overlooked. Bottom-line, we might finally be reaching "peak
awareness" and perhaps getting closer to "peak panic". Remember, the best investors of all time like
being buyers of the stock market at "peak panic". The problem is it's extremely difficult to forecast
exactly when that moment occurs??? I'm personally thinking we have to see more people wearing
face masks and a few more deaths in some of our larger cities. I certainly don't wish that on anyone,
nor do I want to see this happen. But I'm afraid things might still have to get a bit worse here in the
U.S. before they eventually get better. My theory is simply based on how I'm seeing things play out in
other nations. I know our health officials will do a much better job containing and controlling the
virus, but it still seems like we don't peak for two or three more weeks. Again this is just my opinion,
guess and uneducated observation. I am certainly no expert on the subject, but I have fielded a lot of
questions the past few days about my thoughts and perspective.         

FYI... Bloomberg news reported over the weekend National College Players Association said the
NCAA may need to play March Madness without fans in attendance as a means to protect college
athletes from the coronavirus. What???

Coronavirus Update: 

Globally over +90,000 confirmed infected with over +3,000 deaths. 
United States, Australia, and Thailand each reported their first
coronavirus-related deaths over the weekend, all in the span of about
12 hours. Covid-19 (name for the illness caused by the coronavirus) has
killed patients on four continents. 
U.S. now approaching +100 confirmed viruses. Big cities like New York
and Chicago are now reporting their first cases. Florida is now reporting
cases in Manatee and Hillsborough counties.
California, Oregon and Washington state are worried about the novel
coronavirus spreading through West Coast communities because a
growing number of people are being infected despite not having visited
an area where there was an outbreak, nor apparently been in contact
with anyone who had.
Washington reported the nation’s first and second deaths on Saturday and Sunday. The
novel coronavirus has probably been spreading undetected for about six
weeks in Washington state, says expoert. A genetic analysis of the virus
from a newly diagnosed patient in Snohomish County closely matched
that of a specimen from the first known coronavirus patient in the
United States, who traveled from China in January. Washington state
health officials also announced over the weekend a new coronavirus
cases, a high school student who attends Jackson High School in
Everett. 
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Oregon over the weekend confirmed that an employee of an elementary
school in Lake Oswego near Portland has tested positive for
coronavirus. 
Italy confirming more cases. A new U.S. government advisory on
Sunday urged Americans not to travel to two Italian regions hardest hit
by a new virus, raising the level of warning for the Lombard and Veneto
regions to the highest level. It follows an earlier warning late Friday to
avoid non-essential travel to all of Italy. Italian authorities announced
Sunday that the number of people infected with the new coronavirus in
Italy had risen +40% to 1,576 in 24 hours, while another five infected
people have died. 
Tokyo Marathon on Sunday expected 38,000 participants, but
coronavirus fears prompted organizers to limit the field to only the top-
200 people across all categories. The race came amid growing concern
about whether the 2020 Tokyo Olympic Games, slated for late July, will
be cancelled. Stay tuned...
Energy Conference in Houston Canceled: Organizers of the CERAweek
conference that was scheduled to draw thousands of energy executives
and officials from 80 nations to Houston was canceled because of
coronavirus concerns.
Catholic Church Making Adjustments: The archbishop of Paris has told
priests to put the Communion bread in worshippers’ hands, not in their
mouths. In South Carolina, the Diocese of Charleston asked its
parishioners to not drink from the Communion cup or shake hands
during the sign of peace.
Virus data shows roughly 80% of people with coronavirus will
experience what might feel like a bad case of the flu: a fever, bad cough
and shortness of breath. Another 15% to 18% might require more
advanced care from a doctor or a stay in the hospital. A study of 72,000
cases in China found that fatality rates for the disease were just above
2%, with most deaths occurring among older populations and among
those with underlying medical conditions.
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A History of Pandemics and Markets: InvestorAmnesia takes a look at past
pandemics, the effect on markets, and the history of market crashes in general. Some of
the biggies include The Black Death of the medieval era and the 1918 Spanish Flu
Epidemic. The authors say that "while we are not in a crash" yet, they do encourage a
review of research from William Goetzmann, which studies market downturn data from
101 global stock markets from 1692 to 2015. One very relevant excerpt: "Investors are
rightly concerned with major crashes, although they typically overestimate the
probability of one. We find an interesting – perhaps comforting – regularity. The
probability of a large positive return is higher following a decline in the market of at least
-50%. Returns following a severe crash are on average more than 10% higher than those
following a market gain. We also find some evidence in our broad sample that more
modest crashes exhibit the opposite dynamic. Declines on the order of -10% to -20% are
more likely to be followed by another decline. However, this pattern is not consistent in
the data." Check it out HERE. 

Democratic Dropouts: Billionaire Tom Steyer and South Bend Mayor Pete Buttigieg both announced
over the weekend they were dropping out of the 2020 presidential race. Many political insiders suspect
there was some Democratic pressure as many Buttigieg voters could move to support Biden rather
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than Bernie. Again many Democrats worry that there is a different voter that shows up to vote in the
primaries than what is needed to win the U.S. Presidency. Political experts are thinking more diehard
and extremists show up to vote in the primaries and this is giving Bernie Sanders the edge but
unfortunately, the masses that vote during the presidential election might not be as excited to vote for
the extreme left and would like something more middle of the road. Bottom-line, there's a lot of moving
pieces now being put in play on the road to the White House.

What a Trump-Sanders Map Could Look Like: With Bernie Sanders looking more and
more like the potential Democratic presidential nominee, the good people at the Center
for Politics at the University of Virginia have released their first take on what the electoral
map might look like in a matchup between the senator from Vermont and President
Donald Trump. The map allots 260 electoral votes to Trump, 248 to Sanders and puts 30
in the pure toss-up category. That compares with the current Center for Politics map
featuring a race between an unknown Democrat and Trump, which produces 248
electoral votes for each side, with 42 in the pure toss-up category. The changes from
that generic map to the Sanders map? Arizona, Florida, Georgia, North Carolina, Texas,
and Virginia, as well as Nebraska's 2nd District (Nebraska gives out electoral votes to the
popular vote winner of each of its congressional seats), all move in Republicans'
direction. Sanders' rivals for the Democratic nomination have repeatedly suggested that
nominating the him would be a major risk for the party. Though there will still be
Democratic primaries and caucuses happening all the way until June, this week's Super
Tuesday contest will deliver more delegates on any other single day in the nominating
process. This year's Super Tuesday is even more consequential with California joining,
which will account for almost one-third of the delegates awarded. Biden's South Carolina
victory could prove short-lived, according to polls released Sunday that show Bernie
Sanders with leads in delegate-heavy states California, Texas, and North Carolina. Read
more HERE. 
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Corn  bulls are desperately trying to stop the bleeding. The MAY20 contract fell by
-12 cents last week and overall old-crop prices are down over -45 cents since mid-
October. Coronavirus fears have caused many bulls to rethink China's ability to
fulfill purchase promises associated with the "Phase 1" trade agreement. At the
same time, the ethanol space also seems a bit uncertain in regard to overall
demand growth. Bears are quick to point towards mostly cooperative South
American weather and talk of increasing U.S. corn acres. Bulls say there's certainly
still some weather risk for second-crop corn in Brazil, some dryness in Argentina,
and an entire U.S. weather season ahead of us. As a spec and a producer, I'm still
holding out hope for a corn rally in 2020. I suspect weather and Chinese buying
will more than likely remain the two horses I'm betting on. If neither of these wild-
cards comes into play during the next several week's prices probably grind lower.
In fact, many bears I know believe prices could eventually tumble to sub-$3.30
levels if U.S. weather cooperates and Chinese buyers are forced to stay on the
sideline with corona creating ongoing complications. Spring insurance price for
corn is set -12 cents under last year at $3.88 per bushel.   

Spring Crop Revenue Insurance Guarantees: These prices updated daily
during the month of February as the price average was determined.
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Corn $3.89 (Avg. close of the DEC20 contract during Feb)
2019 - Spring price $4.00; Harvest price $3.90
2018 - Spring price $3.96; Harvest price $3.68
2017 - Spring price $3.96; Harvest price $3.49
2016 - Spring price $3.86; Harvest price $3.49
2015 - Spring price $4.15; Harvest price $3.83
2014 - Spring price $4.62; Harvest price $3.49
2013 - Spring price $5.65; Harvest price $4.39
2012 - Spring price $5.68; Harvest price $7.50

Soybeans $9.18 (Avg. close of the NOV20 contract during Feb) 
2019 - Spring price $9.54; Harvest price $9.25
2018 - Spring price $10.16; Harvest price $8.60
2017 - Spring price $10.19; Harvest price $9.75
2016 - Spring price $8.85; Harvest price $9.75
2015 - Spring price $9.73; Harvest price $8.91
2014 - Spring price $11.36; Harvest price $9.65
2013 - Spring price $12.87; Harvest price $12.87
2012 - Spring price $12.55; Harvest price $15.39
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Soybean  prices have held up fairly well the past few sessions considering the
sharp fallout in other markets. Bulls were extremely excited to see MAY20 meal
prices jump higher by +$10 last week. The thought is that Argentine producers
will be holding back more supply as the government looks to again increase export
taxes. Extreme inflation and weakness in the Argentine peso are also encouraging
producers to hold back more bushels, ultimately making it more difficult for
Argentine exporters and crush facilities to get their hands on supply. I've also
heard of some logistical complications and heavy rains in parts of Brazil creating
some hiccups in getting soybeans to the ports and shipped in a timely fashion. At
the same time, overall economic conditions in China seem to be improving as
officials appear to be getting on top of coronavirus. I'm hearing from several
sources that port congestion and logistical complications are slowly getting better.
In other words, Chinese buying might start improving and showing signs of
strength in the headlines. Bulls also argue we might soon start to see more
Chinese interest in U.S. supply. Spring insurance price for soybeans is set -36
cents below last year at $9.18 per bushel. Bulls are saying this might encourage
more corn acres and fewer soybean acres. I say watch the weather... If producers
run into some heavy complications with wet fields I suspect we could see more
soybean acres or maybe just more preventive-plant.
 

Wheat  prices will be trying to recover from multi-week lows. Bulls have obviously
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backpedaled the past few weeks on fears of a macro fallout associated with
coronavirus. There were high hopes that U.S. suppliers of wheat were going to see
some Chinese buying but that hasn't played out. It also feels like weather here in
the U.S. and the Black Sea region has been better than most bulls had been
anticipating. In its wake, the IGC is now forecasting another new record high for
global wheat production. Essentially, the trade has been digesting talk of more
global wheat production, yet at the same time having more questions than
answers about demand. The global coronavirus headlines make the demand
picture extremely hard to navigate. I wish I had more facts and real data to share,
unfortunately, nobody does at this juncture. From my perspective, there's just a
bunch of wild-ass-guesses being thrown around. The corona headlines are
changing so quickly that we have to continue paying very close attention. As a
spec, I remain on the sideline believing I have no real edge in the market at the
moment. The coronavirus headlines still seem so fluid that it feels like a flip-of-
the-coin. I'm also thinking we are not getting the best data and direction out of
China. With no real identifiable edge in the market, I've learned to sit on the
sideline looking towards easier trades. My hunch is that we run into a bull story
later in the 2020 marketing year but I'm just not ready to throw real money at the
hunch. As a producer, I feel we have made enough good pre-sales to stay patient
and continue to wait for more bullish headlines. Weather and coronavirus
headlines will continue to dominate this market in the next several weeks. 
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> Secretary Perdue Directs USDA Fleet to Increase Biofuels Usage,
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Announces Notice of Funding for Biofuels Infrastructure Program: Ag
Secretary Sonny Perdue has directed the U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA)
to acquire alternative fueled vehicles (AFV) when replacing conventionally fueled
vehicles. USDA owns and operates one of the largest civilian fleets in the Federal
Government and this move to a fleet that can use E85 or biodiesel will increase
efficiencies and performance. Additionally, USDA will make $100 million in grants
available this year for the newly created Higher Blends Infrastructure Incentive
Program (HBIIP). Through this program, transportation fueling and biodiesel
distribution facilities will be able to apply for grants to help install, retrofit, and/or
upgrade fuel storage, dispenser pumps, related equipment and infrastructure to be
able to sell ethanol and biodiesel. The Department plans to publish application
deadlines and other program information in the Federal Register this spring. The
full memo is available HERE.

> Farm Bankruptcies "Just the Tip of a Very Large Iceberg": Two
Midwestern Farmers Union leaders say farm bankruptcy numbers don’t tell the
whole story about the financial crisis in U.S. agriculture. There were 595 Chapter
12 farm bankruptcies in 2019, the highest level since 2012. But Nebraska Farmers
Union president John Hanson call bankruptcies “the tip of a very large iceberg”.
“There’s a lot of what I call ‘voluntary quits’, where folks are in their mid-60’s and
they’re going to retire—although they didn’t want to—because they’re losing
enough equity and they figure they’re going to be in a better position to be a
landlord,” Hanson says. South Dakota Farmers Union president Doug Sombke
believes 2020 is going to be even tougher than ‘19. “Some of the guys that I’ve
talked to, that normally felt like they could sustain something like this, didn’t
realize that it would last this long,” Sombke says. “So they’re really facing some
hard challenges right now.” Sombke says MFP payments have helped, but in many
cases “have only prolonged the inevitable”. Brownfield Ag interviewed Hanson and
Sombke at the National Farmers Union’s annual convention. Click HERE to listen. 

> New Outbreak of African Swine Fever Confirmed in Indonesia: Indonesia
is tightening curbs on transport of pigs and pork products after nearly 3,000
animals died in a new outbreak of African swine fever, the agriculture ministry said
on Friday. The ministry has sent teams to determine the source of the infection,
carry out disinfection and stiffen biosecurity measures, and urging farmers not to
sell sick animals and to dispose of pig carcasses properly. The province has a pig
population of about 2.1 million, government data shows. The latest outbreak
comes after the disease emerged in the western province of North Sumatra and
had killed more than 47,000 pigs as of last week. On the tourist resort island of
Bali, more than 1,700 pigs have also died of suspected swine fever. (Source:
Reuters) 

> BASF Flags Risk of Lower Earnings on Coronavirus Hit: Germany’s BASF
warned that earnings could drop further this year after the fallout from the

http://click.vantrumpreport-email.com/?qs=51474f23e77419d58b705de11b4ccf8aa08005454db816a3c2eb4b1db6887d929b8478d66a6a6f72e086f829520b744a78ca4a0865776966
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coronavirus outbreak has started to weigh on demand, further slowing down the
auto industry, its largest customer group. The world’s largest chemicals company
by sales said on Friday that the virus heightened uncertainty in the global
economy in January and February, and it does not expect trade conflicts between
the United States and its trading partners to ease further. “The coronavirus has
added a new factor that is considerably hampering growth at the beginning of the
year, especially in China,” said Chief Executive Martin Brudermueller. “Lower
demand and production outages in many industries are already visible
consequences of the measures taken to prevent the further spread of the virus.”
BASF, whose products include coatings, catalytic converters and foam chemicals,
was hoping the fallout from the coronavirus would no longer have a significant
effect during the second half of the year but cautioned the economy could be slow
to catch up. Read more HERE. 

> Two Years On, Elon Musk’s Big Battery Bet is Paying Off in Australia:
Two years after Tesla Inc. installed it, the world’s biggest lithium-ion battery is
helping to avert blackouts and lower costs as Australian grids struggle to handle
surging renewable power generation. The Neoen SA-owned Hornsdale Power
Reserve has responded to three major system outages, helping to restore stability
to the network and lower the costs of running the grid, engineering consultant
Aurecon Group said Friday. Hornsdale reduced network costs by about A$116
million ($76 million) in 2019. The battery’s introduction also slashed the cost to
regulate South Australia’s grid by 91%. The battery started in 2017 after Elon
Musk famously won a bet that he could get a 100-mega watt system up and
running in 100 days to help solve a power crisis in South Australia. South Australia
is seen as a global testbed in the transition away from fossil fuels, with the state
getting more than half its power from renewable sources last year. Read more
from Bloomberg.

> Insurers Could Lose Billions if Cornoavirus Cancels Olympics: Global
insurers face a hefty bill if the coronavirus forces the cancellation of the Summer
Olympics in Tokyo. Prime Minister Shinzo Abe’s government has ordered numerous
sporting events canceled as it tries to contain the epidemic, but has pledged the
Olympics, in which Japan has invested some $12 billion, will go ahead as planned
from July 24. Jefferies analysts estimate the insured cost of the 2020 Olympics at
$2 billion, including TV rights and sponsorship, plus $600 million for hospitality.
Local organizers, Olympics sponsors, merchandizers, hoteliers, car hire companies
and travel firms also typically buy insurance, though it may not cover their full
costs. Read more HERE.  

> Mastering Psychological Challenges of a Big Market Decline: A number of
market commentators have noted the historic nature of the recent market drop,
which has taken us over 10% lower in major stock indexes in just a few days. The
uncertainty and potential economic and market risks associated with a coronavirus
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outbreak have investors running for the relative safety of investment grade fixed
income and away from the very growth stocks that were recent market darlings.
How can psychology help us at such periods of risk and uncertainty? Brett
Steenbarger, who works as a performance psychologist for hedge funds and
trading firms, offers a few themes that have stood out in his conversations with
professional money managers. Check them out HERE.  

> New York City Set to Remove Iconic Payphones: New York City is
reportedly planning to remove all of the last remaining public payphones from the
city’s streets. About 30 payphones will be removed from Hell’s Kitchen by the end
of the month, according to ABC News’ New York City station WABC, followed by an
estimated 3,000 more across the city’s five boroughs in the coming months.
Before payphones, phone booths used to be ubiquitous around New York City but
faded from popularity – and functionality – with the invention and use of the smart
phone. There are currently only four phone booths left. Some of the payphones
will be replaced with Link NYC internet kiosks which provide free internet and
phone calls to the public. Read more HERE. 

> 4 Easy Ways to Protect Yourself from Disinformation: You might have
fallen for someone’s attempt to disinform you about current events. But it’s not
your fault. Even the most well-intentioned news consumers can find today’s
avalanche of political information difficult to navigate. But, as the 2020 elections
near, you can develop habits to exert more conscious control over your news
intake.  Elizabeth Stoycheff teaches these strategies to students in a course on
media literacy, helping people become more savvy news consumers in four simple
steps. Check them out HERE.

> TikTok User Base Continues to Grow! Reports circulating show the U.S. user
base will grow by +21% this year to 45.4 million people. By 2021, it will surpass
50 million. This follows +97% growth in 2019, as the dynamic, short-form video
platform drew in a huge number of users. It is expected that growth will slow to
single digits in 2022 as the app becomes heavily saturated among core younger
users. Source: eMarketer

> 1,000 Army Recruits Make History with Space Oath: In a US Army first,
1,000 recruits took their enlistment oath last Wednesday from an Army astronaut
in space. The US Army Recruiting Command partnered with Space Center Houston
to host the nationwide oath, given by Col. Andrew Morgan, 250 miles above Earth
at the International Space Station, the Army said in a news release. It was the
first mass, nationwide enlistment ceremony of its kind, though military astronauts
have participated from the ISS in the past. Future soldiers in more than 150
places across the country tuned in to the live broadcast to take the oath. "I made
the decision when I was 18 years old to raise my right hand just like you're about
to," Morgan said during the broadcast. "I am still a soldier. I'm just serving in
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space on the ultimate high ground." Morgan has been at the space station since
July 20 and is set to return to Earth on April 17, according to the Army. On this
mission, he has been a part of seven spacewalks and expects to conduct about
300 science experiments with his crew. Feeds of future soldiers from Los Angeles,
Houston and Atlanta were broadcast live, and recruits got the chance to ask
Morgan questions. Watch the full story HERE.

 

 
Eastern Washington - We grow wheat, barley, and lentils up here and to our
north, you'll find some growing bluegrass. Last season there were a lot of guys
that couldn't cut harvest their garbanzo beans because it was so wet, and when
they did get them out, the quality was no good. This may create some
opportunities for sales this season. We've been farming out this way since the
1970s, so we've seen some ups and downs for the folks in our area. Our winter
wheat, which we planted in September and October, looks ok for being a bit late.
It was covered with snow early and came up smaller. It does need a good bit of
rain heading into spring to bring it all the way around.
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Northwest Kentucky - I think planters are ready to roll but it seems when it’s
close to being dry, it rains again. In fact, I think it’s going to rain 4-6 inches this
week, according to the last forecast I saw. I have not seen any ammonia put on
yet, which historically we typically would have some on by now. It’s been a pretty
mild winter for the most part. At the moment guys have plenty of time to get a
planting window. Everyone is just jumpy and ready to farm with last year still in
their memory. 

Southwest Ohio - I have a number of fields that P&K levels have gone up at least
some in the last few years, despite some very good yields. I have been applying
removal rates for the most part. The tests are taken close to the same time of
year just two years apart. These fields are long-term no-till, and some have had
cover crops on and off for a number of years. Most of these fields where low to
medium P&K levels prior. This isn't 100% across all my fields but enough to
notice. I feel the long-term no-till and covers crops are doing something good on
my ground. The erosion benefit is great, plus the P&K levels are going up at this
point in some spots. We have a lot to learn but cover crops are definitely helping.

 

TODAY'S RIDDLE: I get dirty in about 5 days but it takes half an hour to clean
me. It takes a long time for me to be tall but I can be short in about 2 seconds
what am I?
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Gaining Momentum in One of My Ag Investments... at the same time
Helping to Improve Soil
Scientist are learning that tiny, symbiotic fungi play an outsized role in helping
plants survive stresses like drought and extreme temperature changes, report
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scientists at Washington State University.

We all know that some bacteria and fungi cause disease, but there are just as
many that work in harmony with plants, helping collect water and nutrients in
exchange for the carbohydrates and carbon that their plant-partners provide.
These microscopic organisms can also change the external environment in ways
that benefit the plants and help them grow.

Many of these benefits help plants better tolerate what's known as abiotic
stresses, which include things like drought, extreme temperatures, and poor, toxic,
or salinic soil. Plant-microbe biologist Stephanie Porter says plants' abilities to
tolerate stress are directly impacted by the bacteria and fungus around them,
much like the microbes in our own digestive system helps to keep us healthy.

Setting out to measure how beneficial microbes affect plants under both normal
conditions and stress, Porter and plant pathologist Maren Friesen reviewed 89
research experiments ranging from common Northwest food crops to wild species.
Working with colleagues at Michigan State University and WSU, they compared
five different classes of symbiotic bacteria and fungi that live on, in, and around
plant roots, under stresses that included fungal diseases, grazing by animals and
microscopic worms, heavy metal contamination, and drought, cold, and saline
soil.  

Results showed that while beneficial bacteria are more helpful in normal
conditions, symbiotic fungi provide added benefits during crises. Particularly
beneficial were arbuscular mycorrhizal fungi, which colonize plant roots, provide
water, and enhance uptake of nitrogen, phosphorus, and other micronutrients in
the soil. Their findings support a slew of other research that points to similar
benefits.

As it turns out, about 90% of flowering plants worldwide engage in a symbiotic
relationship with a fungus that colonizes root systems. One thing that's been
known for quite a while is that fungus amplifies and extends the range of the
plant's root system, allowing it to absorb previously inaccessible soil nutrients.
These fungal networks are called mycorrhizae, and it is now thought that
mycorrhizal associations are what originally allowed plants to colonize Earth 450
million years ago.

These dense networks not only bring more micronutrients to plants, they also form
a protective shield against soil-borne pests and pathogens, enveloping the root
tips and protecting them from attack. This, in turn, reduces the need for the
application of chemical pesticides and fungicides.

Although successful in attaining yield increases in trials, using mycorrhizal fungi is
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more time-consuming and labor-intensive than the simple purchase of
agrochemicals, and this continues to prove a barrier for all but the most motivated
farmers. What's more, the use of chemical fertilizers like urea tends to kill off
essential soil bacteria and fungi, so trying to adopt such a system poses
challenges.

However, there are a growing number of agricultural companies and start-ups
conducting research in this area. Some larger-scale projects with a focus on
studying plant microbiomes in an agricultural setting include Unified Microbiome
Initiative, Genomic Standards Consortium, Earth Microbiome Project, National
Microbiome Initiative, among others, which hope to bridge the knowledge gap in
current understanding of the functional roles of microbiomes. Fungal bio-fertilizers
and fungus-coated seeds are already becoming more widespread and showing
great promise for sustainable yield increases. 

I'm actually invested in and helping a company called Holganix that is
advancing works in microbial soil space. I first learned about their sucess because
professional golf course supperintendents, professional baseball teams and football
teams were using their microbial products on their grass. I am now helping them
with trials and developing new market share in agriculture. I am extremely exited
abut the fact Holganix has been named a finalist in the "Radicle Challenge" by
Corteva. As a note, Corteva was formerly known as Dupont Agriculture prior to
their merger with Dow. Barrett Ersek, CEO of Holganix will be attending the World
Agri-Tech Innovation Summit in March where he will be pitching "Shark Tank-style"
before a panel of impressive "Who's who" in agtech. Barrett recently told
reporters, “At Holganix, we are on a mission to empower farmers and nourish soils
to deliver improved yields and improved sustainability," explains Barrett. "We
believe that Radicle Growth’s background in the agriculture and food space will
help us fulfill Holganix’s mission and create a true and lasting impact in
agriculture.” You can learn more about the "Radicle Challenge"  HERE

If you want to learn more about Holganix and the trials and acres we are seeing
the best results... call our office at (816) 322-5300 or simply send my son
Jordan an email at jordan@farmdirection.com and he will forward you out the
information. (Sources: Science Daily, Phys.org)
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AI Discovers New Antibiotic That Kills "Superbugs" 
Using a machine-learning algorithm, researchers have identified a powerful new
antibiotic compound. In laboratory tests, the drug killed many of the world's most
problematic disease-causing bacteria, including some strains that are resistant to
all known antibiotics. I would like to believe this type of technology will go a long
way in finding more timely cures for viral epidemics and pandemics as they
continue to occur.  
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Researchers at MIT used a machine-learning algorithm that is capable of screening
more than one hundred million chemical compounds in just a matter of days. It
was specifically designed to identify potential antibiotics that kill bacteria using
different mechanisms than those of existing drugs.

James Collins, the Termeer Professor of Medical Engineering and Science in MIT's
Institute for Medical Engineering and Science (IMES) and Department of Biological
Engineering says, "Our approach revealed this amazing molecule which is arguably
one of the more powerful antibiotics that has been discovered."

Over the past few decades, very few new antibiotics have been developed, and
most of those newly approved antibiotics are slightly different variants of existing
drugs. Current methods for screening new antibiotics are often prohibitively costly,
require a significant time investment, and are usually limited in their chemical
diversity. As the researchers explain, their machine learning model offers a much
more economical way to explore large chemical spaces.  

In the case of the new antibiotic, the researchers designed their model to look for
chemical features that make molecules effective at killing E. coli. The model picked
out one molecule that was predicted to have strong antibacterial activity and had a
chemical structure different from any existing antibiotics.

The researchers decided to call the molecule halicin, after the fictional artificial
intelligence system from "2001: A Space Odyssey," which has been previously
investigated as a possible diabetes drug. The researchers tested it against dozens
of bacterial strains isolated from patients and grown in lab dishes. The drug
worked against every species that they tested, with the exception of Pseudomonas
aeruginosa, a difficult-to-treat lung pathogen. It also cleared antibiotic-resistant
infections in two separate tests using mice.

What's more, the researchers say E.coli did not develop resistance to halicin
during the 30-day treatment period. In contrast, the bacteria started to develop
resistance to the antibiotic ciprofloxacin within one to three days, and after 30
days, the bacteria were about 200 times more resistant to ciprofloxacin than they
were at the beginning of the experiment.

The researchers plan to pursue further studies of halicin, working with a
pharmaceutical company or nonprofit organization, in hopes of developing it for
use in humans. The researchers also plan to use their model to design new
antibiotics and to optimize existing molecules. For example, they could train the
model to add features that would make a particular antibiotic target only certain
bacteria, preventing it from killing beneficial bacteria in a patient's digestive tract.
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Research from the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) shows that
antibiotic-resistant bacteria and antimicrobial-resistant fungi cause more than 2.8
million infections and 35,000 deaths a year in the United States. In its report last
year, the agency said a death from antibiotic-resistant infections occurs about
every 15 minutes, and a resistant infection occurs every 11 seconds. (Sources:
Live Science, CDC)
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A Sports Record That Might Never Be Broken...
Wilt Chamberlain, while playing for the NBAs Philadelphia Warriors, scored 100
points against the New York Knicks on this day back in 1962 (58 years ago).
Interestingly in this particular contest, "Wilt the Stilt" sank 36 field goals and 28
foul shots, both league records. It was the first and last time any professional
basketball player scored 100 points in an official NBA game. Many sports
enthusiast argue this is a record that may never be broken as "Wilt" simply
dominated the game. Other NBA players who've come the closest to scoring 100
are... Kobe Bryant in 2006 when he scored 81 points against the Toronto Raptors;
David Thompson scored 73 points in 1978; Elgin Baylor scored 71 points in 1960;
David Robinson scored 71 points in 1994; Michael Jordan scored 69 points in
1990; Pistol Pete Maravich scored 68 in 1977; Rick Berry had 64 points in 1974.
Below are few facts you might find interesting: (Source: History.com; Wiki) 
 

Size Matters: Wilt measured 6 feet tall at the age of 10 years old. He was 6
feet 11 inches when he entered Philadelphia's Overbrook High School and
eventually grew to a full 7 feet 1 inches tall. He weighed 250 pounds as a
rookie before bulking up to 275 and eventually to over 300 pounds with the
Lakers.
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Great Athlete: In addition to basketball, he competed in the high jump and
long jump in college and also played volleyball, helping to launch a
professional league in which he competed after his basketball career ended.
In his early years Chamberlain was not interested in basketball. Instead, he
was an avid track and field athlete: as a youth, he high jumped 6 feet, 6
inches, ran the 440 yards in 49.0 seconds and the 880 yards in 1:58.3, put
the shot 53 feet, 4 inches, and broad jumped 22 feet.

College at KU: On December 3, 1956, Chamberlain made his varsity debut
at Kansas University. In his first varsity game the center scored 52 points
and grabbed 31 rebounds, breaking both all-time Kansas records. He ran the
100-yard dash in 10.9 seconds, shot-putted 56 feet, triple jumped more than
50 feet, and won the high jump in the Big Eight track and field
championships three straight years. 

A "Gap Year" With The Globetrotters: Chamberlain left Kansas University
after his junior year. At the time, the NBA prohibited the signing of college-
aged players, so Chamberlain spent a year playing with the Harlem
Globetrotters, where he was paid $50,000, before signing with the Warriors
in 1959.

Amazing NBA Career:  He came into the NBA in 1959 as the most
dominant offensive force the league had ever seen. He was named Rookie of
the Year and Most Valuable Player for the 1959-60 season, his first of four
MVP awards. During the 1961-62 season–Chamberlain’s most dominant
offensively–he averaged 50.4 points per game (breaking his own record of
38.4 points per game from 1960-61) and 25.7 rebounds per game. He later
led the Philadelphia 76ers and Los Angeles Lakers to NBA championships in
1967 and 1972 respectively. Chamberlain retired from the NBA after the
1972-73 season. He was inducted into the Basketball Hall of Fame in 1978
and still holds a number of NBA records, including most points per game for a
season (50.1), most rebounds per game for a season (27.2) and most
rebounds in a career, with 23,924. Keep in mind, Chamberlain is the only
player in NBA history to average at least 30 points and 20 rebounds per
game in a season, a feat he accomplished seven times. He is also the only
player to average at least 30 points and 20 rebounds per game over the
entire course of his NBA career. 

Politics: Chamberlain denounced the Black Panthers and other black
nationalist movements in the late 1960s, and supported Republican Richard
Nixon in the 1968 and 1972 presidential elections. Chamberlain accompanied
Nixon to the funeral of Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. He considered himself a
Republican.
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I Think He Liked To Party: Chamberlain gained notoriety later in life by
claiming in his autobiography, "A View From Above" published in 1991, that
he had slept with 20,000 women in his lifetime as a bachelor. On October 12,
1999, he died of a heart attack at his home in Los Angeles. He was 63 just
years old.
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ANSWER to riddle: Hair.
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Sponsored by AgSwag
Tired of battling poor customer service, poor quality and lack of premium
selection in the swag space?

AgSwag now offers our members the latest fashions and trends from brands
such as: Branded Bills, Carhartt, Champion, Cutter & Buck, Drake, Fairway and
Greene, Filson, Ice Shaker, Marmot, New Era, Nike, North Face, Pacific
Headwear, Under Armour, Yeti… and more

Swag should NOT be considered a “cost” or an expense for business owners.
When used properly in a well thought out campaign “corporate swag” can
dramatically reduce the cost of new customer acquisition, client churn and
retention, expedited development of brand ambassadors, etc. The Van Trump
family believes their AgSwag business can deliver on those promises.

AgSwag is not trying to be the lowest cost supplier. We are trying to partner
with “best-of-practice” and like-minded businesses to bring a better “return-on-
investment” by designing and helping to implement a well thought out
corporate swag strategy and campaign. There are hundreds of online
companies that offer quick ways to throw a corporate logo on a cheap hat or t-
shirt. AgSwag offers the best in selection, design, implementation, and service!
Click HERE to learn more!

Call to order your AgSwag today @ 816-221-SWAG!
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